We compare the decay of a Higgs boson H 0 (0 + ) → γγ, H 0 (0 + ) → WW → ℓνlν, and H 0 (0 + ) → ZZ → ℓlℓl using Cartan's supersymmetry, that defines coupling of a vector particle X and Dirac spinors ψ and φ.
Introduction
In the book of the theory of spinors [1] , Cartan proposed two types of Dirac spinors φ and ψ and their charge conjugates Cφ and Cψ and two types of vector particles E and E ′ . In [2] we studied decays of H 0 (0 + ) into photons, and in [3] we studied the decay of χ b (n P ) into Υ(m S)γ and possible decay of Higgs partner h 0 (0 + ) into Υ(m S)γ (m = 1, 2).
In this paper, we study decays of H 0 (0 + ) into ℓlℓl and compare with the decay of H 0 (0 + ) to other decay modes.
The Higgs boson H 0 (0 + ) decays into WW , ZZ and γγ corresponding to the strength in the unit of the standard model 0.89 ± 0.2, 1.11 ± 0.3 and 1.58 ± 0.3, respectively [4, 5] The boson W decays in the average 10.86% to ℓν, and Z decays in the average 3.6% to ℓl (ℓ = e, µ or τ ).
The decay branching ratio of H 0 (0 + ) → ZZ is obtained from H 0 (0 + ) → ℓlℓl, and the strength parameter in this channel seems to be very sensitive to the mass of H 0 (0 + ), and whether the final ℓllℓ originates from ZZ is not clear. By inclusion of gḡ → ℓlℓl, the signal strength of H 0 (0 + ) → ZZ calculated as the average of the true contribution M Z and the contribution from other decays M ℓl ℓl − M z was reduced to 0.99 [6] , and by inclusion of gḡ → ZZ, the signal strength was reduced to 0.93 ± 0.3 [7] .
The coupling of the Higgs boson to two leptons is given by [8] 
specify left handed SU (2) lepton degrees of freedom. Right chiral leptons are defined as E i (i = 1, 2, 3)
Left chiral leptons are defined as
and L 2 and L 3 are defined similarly. 
and the spinor operator
are specified by [1, 10] 
In the case of coupling of γ to Higgs bosons, we considered 16 diagrams two of which are shown in Fig.1 and 2 .
The Higgs boson H 0 (0 + ) has a partner h 0 (0 + ), and in [3] we discussed possibility of its decay into bbℓl. We compared the amplitude of production of Υ(m S)ℓl near the threshold, in which ℓl becomes a γ. In the case of h 0 (0 + ) decay, in addition to the coupling y 
Couplings of quarks u, c, t to Higgs bosons are defined by
and the coupling of quarks to electromagnetic field is defined as
In electromagnetic interactions ψ v.s. Cφ and φ v.s. Cψ have no differences, but we expect that our electronic detector is sensitive only to ψ k L . In the weak interactions there are difference in φ k L and ψ k L , as the final states of supersymmetric transformation [2] . When the supersymmetric transformation is G 13 , transformations E → Cψ and E ′ → ψ in the lepton sector, and the spinor φ k L →φ k L appears in the quark sector, whereφ k L means that particle-antiparticle transformation is done on φ k L . When the transformation is G 132 , transformations E → φ and E ′ → Cφ occurs in the lepton sector and the spinor φ k L →ψ k L appears in the quark sector. When the supersymmetric transformation is G 12 , transformations E →φ in the lepton sector and ψ k L →ψ k L appears in the quark sector. When the transformation is G 123 , transformations of E →Cψ and E ′ →ψ occurs in the lepton sector and ψ k L →φ k L in the quark sector.
In the coupling of H 0 dl ℓ, i, j in the coupling y γγ, 2 diagrams of H(0 + , ii) → γγ, 2 diagrams of H(0 + , jj) → γγ, and 2 diagrams of H(0 + , kk) → γγ, in which ℓ andl have parallel momenta. i.e. altogether 9 diagrams that define the coupling of a Higgs boson to ℓlℓl with parallel momenta. Figure 5 . The H(0 + , 11) → ℓl(i)ℓl(−i) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 6 . The H(0 + , 11) → ℓl(j)ℓl(−j) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 7 . The H(0 + , 11) → ℓl(k)ℓl(−k) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 8 . The H(0 + , ii) → ℓl(j)ℓl(−j) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 9 . The H(0 + , ii) → ℓl(k)ℓl(−k) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 10 . The H(0 + , jj) → ℓl(k)ℓl(−k) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 11 . The H(0 + , jj) → ℓl(i)ℓl(−i) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 12 . The H(0 + , kk) → ℓl(i)ℓl(−i) with a vector particle X exchange. Figure 13 . The H(0 + , kk) → ℓl(j)ℓl(−j) with a vector particle X exchange.
Discussion and conclusion
We studied the decay of Higgs boson H 0 (0 + ) to γγ via ℓl and ℓ ′l′ states, which have strong correlations, in contrast to h 0 (0 + ) decay to bb γ via bb eē.
In the standard model, the vector boson Z and the vector field A are expressed as As the decay modes of Higgs boson H 0 (0 + ) → ℓlℓl → γγ, we obtain 9 types of diagrams. In the energy region of Higgs boson mass, the decay to γγ occurs through ℓlℓl in the final state of ZZ. The boson Z has a partner of a vector field A in this energy region. The field A is assigned as a photon, and the Z µ and A µ contribute to the production of ℓl ℓl final state of ZZ, but the contamination of gḡ → ℓlℓl in the final state of ZZ reduces the signal strength of ZZ final state 1.11 ± 0.3 observed in [5] to 0.93 ± 0.3 [7] .
In contrast, the decay of H 0 (0 + ) to ℓνlν via intermediate state of WW is well known [5, 9] . Using the same reasoning as H 0 (0 + ) decay to ℓl ℓl, we expect there are 9 independent diagrams in H(0 + ) → ℓνlν, which are detected as H(0 + is 0.87 ± 0.2 1.58 ± 0.3 , which agrees with the ratio of the number of independent diagrams 9 16 roughly agrees with the ratio of the number of independent diagrams derived from Cartan's supersymmetric theory of spinors.
